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In this talk we shall review the theory of nuclear reactions of the type

a + A - a* + A , (1)

where u is a hadron and a* one of its multi-particle excitations. In coherent

reactions the nucleus A remains in its ground state. Production experiments

with nuclear targets are usually designed to give information which cannot be ob-

tained from experiments with hydrogen targets alone. The main emphasis is on

the determination of i) strong and electromagnetic production amplitudes on

nucleons and of ii) cross sections for unstable particles on nucleons.

The experimental data are usually interpreted with the Glauber model but

it must be remembered that there is no universal formula valid for all types of

production reactions. In the following we shall in particular discuss phenomena

which might be important for the proper interpretation of recent experiments,

i) The helicity structure of the underlying nucleon amplitudes which is crucial for

determining the nuclear form factor, ii) The production mechanism which is not

necessarily of the one-step type. For many channels multi-step production is

expected, ili) The possible corrections to our description of the propagation of

high energy particles in nuclear matter.

I. First application

We shall first discuss two clean applications of the theory, the coherent

reaction K, - K and v - p.

Coherent regeneration of K-me sons is useful for studying both nuclear and

elementary particle properties. A nice review of these questions has been given
2) o

by Telegdi '. Regeneration is due to the fact that the strong eigenstates K and
—o
K have different cross sections on nucleons. The coherent nuclear regeneration



amplitude F (t) is given by the difference between the coherent nuclear scattcr-

ing amplitudes of K and K . Lut the K -nucleon and K -nucleon elastic ampli-

tudes be f(t) and f (t) with the total cross sections o' = o(l-ior) and o' - o( l - iä) .

The difference between the corresponding nuclear scattering amplitudes F(t) and

F(l) can be expanded in the small difference f = f - f giving

2 iä .
FLS ( t ) " F ( l ) " F ^ a fLS (0 ) J'd b eLS(t) F ( l ) F ^ a fLS

oo
T(b) -Jdzn(b.z) , (3)

-(JO

where n(x) is the nuclear density. For a nucleus with S=0 and T = 0 only co-ex-

change contributes to f . Assuming a Regge pole model for this term we can

relate the phase and energy dependence of the forward regeneration amplitude

F, (0) to properties of the u>-trajectory. In particular F o(0)A ~ s
V 2)

and arg F (0) = - — [o (0)- l ] , A comparison with the available carbon data
La i> u)

gives a 10) = 0.406 and excellent agreement with our theoretical model.

The coherent nuclear reaction ff - p mixes Coulomb and strong production '.

Doth are interesting but we shall only consider the strong production part. Here,

the main term in the nucleonic amplitude comes from pion-exchange which is

strongly suppressed in coherent nuclear production. Instead, it is the to -exchange

which is responsible for the nuclear effect. Invoking parity conservation we

write the nucleonic amplitude as

f(q) = h(q) (^xk)-q , (4)

where < is the polarization vector of the p-meson and h(q) a form factor. From

this expression it follows that the projection of the spin of the p-meson along the

beam direction cannot be zero but only ± 1. A straight forward application of the

Glauber model yields a coherent nuclear production amplitude

2 iä
F(t)=ih(O)J'dT> e q '

- | a ' T ( b )
(5)

a> iq z
T(b.qL) - J"dz e n(b.z) , (6)

0- 0 0



where q - q (M) is the longitudinal momentum transfer. For reasons of sim-

plicity we have assumed equal total cross sections for the ff- and p-mesons and

have neglected the Coulomb phase . Again our model provides :i satisfactory

description of the available experimental data and a value for h<0) has been de-

duced.

The nuclear production amplitudes (2) and (5) are very different, a fact

which is related to the spin structure of the nucleomc amplitudes. In the former

case we get a production "potential" being proportional to the nuclear density

and in the latter to the gradient of the density. The corresponding A-dependencies

and angular distributions are consequently very different. A reaction described

by (5) is more surface peaked and has a stronger A-dependence.

II. Second application

We shall now review the experimental results for coherent nuclear reactions

of a different type. These reactions are inclusive in the sense that only the mass

and particle content of the final state is determined. The various angular

momentum states are usually not resolved. Reactions of this type were first

studied at CERN where ff - 3ff, 57 and K -* Kffff were measured for a large

number of nuclei. The aim of this experiment was to deduce the 3ir-nucleon

total cross section as a function of the 3ff-mass. The data, as well as all data

discussed in this section, were fitted using the formula

f«'nfr.f)] (7)
-00 Z

Here a.' - a.(l-ia.) is the total cross section for the incident pion on a nucleon

and al = o\ ( l - iaj the corresponding quantity for the 3ir-system. q - q (M) is
Z I r Li Li

the longitudinal momentum transfer. The production has been assumed to take

place on a nucleon at position x - (b,z). The only unknown parameter in this

formula is oi which is determined by fitting the A-dependence of the data.

The results of the CERN experiments can be summarized BB follows. In the

mass range 1.0-1.9 GeV the 3ff-nucleon total cross section is found to be

roughly equal to the pinn-nucleon cross section provided no distinction between

various angular momentum states is made. In the mass range 1.0-1.2 GeV,



i . e. the A -region, the production cross section is particularly large and it has

been possible to differentiate between various angular momentum stales. The
t

main contribution comes from Ihe A which is a 1 excitation. Also the much

weaker o" state was separated. The results are a ( l ' ) - < a ( iN) and a(0~)« 50 mb.

The latter cross section is significantly larger than the pion-nucleon cross sec-

tion. We shall come back to this interesting result later. For the Sir events the

statistics are much lower but there are strong indications that the 5» cross

section is significantly smaller than the pion-nucleon cross section.
7 8)The 3ir experiments have been repeated at Brookhaven ' ' with conclusions

similar to those of the C CRN group. Kxcitation of specific nuclear levels has
9)

also been studied .

There are several experiments with incident nucleons, e.g. n - pff and

p - pff ff~ '. The results are similar to those of the pion experiments in the

sense that the extracted cross sections are not radically different from the

nuclcon-nucleon total cross section. The quality of the data is very good in
+ - 8)

particular for p - pff ir where interesting results have been reported '. For

small masses, i . e . below 1.4 GeV, the extracted cross section is roughly the

same as for the incident nucleon. When mass increases the effective cross sec-

tion goes down levelling off to about half the nucleon cross section at around

1.7 GeV. We shall later return to the possible implications of this result.

III. Interpretation

Prior to the CERN experiments it '.vas believed that the A would be absorbed

more strongly than the pion. This conclusion was based on a Glauber calculation

assuming the A to be a bound ffp-system. It was then realized that the

object which is propagating inside the nucleus is not in an asymptotic state. Due

to the time dilation factor in the lab. system such a state will not have developed

until the A is far outside the nucleus.

Since the extracted cross section is not a cross section in the usual sense

it is natural to ask what the expected value for this quantity might be. This is far

from clear. It has been argued that at high energies the collision time and sub-

sequent transmission time are both so short that the incident lump of hadronic

matter could not possibly have sufficient time for any appreciable contraction



or expansion of its size. According to this picture the expected value for the

cross section is close to that of the incident had ron.

Similar conclusions based on the Good and Walker model for diffraction dit>-
12)

sociation have been reported . Here, the incident had ron is assumed to be a

superposition of a complete set of virtual states with the same quantum numbers

as the hudron itself, i .e . the diffractive states. These states are supposed to

propagate in a diagonal fashion. In this model an upper bound can be derived for

the nuclear diffraction cross section. The experimental value turns out to be

much smaller a fact which has been interpreted to mean that the virtual states

are absorbed approximately equally. Their absorption cannot be identical since

this would lead to a vanishing diffraction cross section. However, these argu-

ments do not exclude the possibility that a weak component be absorbed with quite

a different strength.

Thus the effective section of a multi-particle system is expected to be rough-

ly the same as that of the incident hadron. Experimentally, there arc notable

exceptions to this rule but one must remember that the "experimental" values

depend on the assumed production mechanism, eq. (7). In the following sections

we shall discuss the possible inadequacies of this formula.

IV. Production on nucleons

Since the production mechanism plays an important role we must discuss our

present knowledge of the nucleonic amplitude. In the application to coherent

nuclear production only amplitudes which correspond to a t-channel exchange

with S = 0 and T = 0 enter the game. The most important process of this type is

the inelastic diffraction which is frequently viewed as Pomeron exchange in the

t-channel but also certain particle exchanges fall into this category.

Inelastic diffraction is a low mass excitation of the incident hadron, typical-

ly M /a £ 0.05. There are many excellent reviews of this phenomenon, see
13\

e.g. , and we shall therefore only list those propertied which are most im-

portant for nuclear applications.

i) The inelastic diffraction cross section varies slowly with energy,

ii) The angular distribution is peripheral and the slope varies strongly with

mass. Near threshold the slope is roughly twice the elastic slope and at

high masses roughly half the elastic slope.



iii) The helicity structure is not very well known but B-channel helicity is

certainly not conserved. The data are rather consistent with t-channel

helicity being conserved.

We are mainly interested in the s-chaunel helicity structure of the nucleonic

production amplitude. In this context it might be useful to remember that the

average spin (J) of the diffractively produced system increases linearly with
14)

mass. Take as an example the reaction ff - 3ff where the empirical result

is (J) - X M + c withX =* 1.1 GeV~ and c«* -0 .3 . For a mass M » 2 GeV

the average spin is two and there should be ample room for exciting states with

helicity different from that of the incident pion.

It has been suggested that the slope-mass correlation (ii) is intimately

related to the helicity structure (iii) of the amplitude. Humble makes the

phenomenological Ansatz

o?- z ; iw
A A

<9>

where AX is the helicity transfer to the produced system. The amplitude is as-

sumed independent of the helicity of the target nucleon. The parameters h . (M)

determine the strength of the various helicity amplitudes and are obtained from

fits to the data. For low mass excitations it is only the term with AX - 0 which

is important whereas for high masses terms up to AX = 4 are needed. In Fig. 1

we show the qualitative structure of the differential cross section and an applica-

tion to NN -* N(NT). The parameters in Humble's model are fitted to the

differential cross sections only.

One of the popular models for inelastic diffraction is the Deck model. Until

recently it was unaoie to explain the slope-mass correlation (ii). Berger and

Pir ila have extended the model to include absorption. This has the effect of

increasing the importance of helicity-flip amplitudes and leads to a picture

similar to that of Humble.

Thus, theoretical models suggest that helicity-flip contributions are im-

portant in particular for high mass excitations. On the experimental side '



the situation is not clear. Helicity-flip amplitudes are certainly present but iht-

exact size and mass dependence is not known.

V. Coherent nuclear production

We have seen (Section IV) that the helicity structure of the diffraction ampli-

tudes is poorly known. We have also seen (Section I) that the reactions K - K

and ff - p are described by completely different nuclear amplitudes simply be-

cause IT — p involves helicity-flip whereas K — K does not. Therefore, in
L o

the presence of helicity-flip amplitudes one should not use eq. (7) in the data fit.
In this connection it is interesting to note that the effective cross section of the

+ -
(ptf n )-system (Section II) and the slope of the diffraction amplitude (Section IV)

are strongly correlated . Wt feel there is a good possibility that both phenome-

na could be explained by the mechanism discussed in the previous section.

The construction of the general nuclear amplitude is rather awkward if one

insists on using helicity amplitudes. It is more convenient to quantize all spins

along the beam direction, the z-direction. Let J denote the spin vector of the

produced multi-particle system. When the z-component of the spin is conserved

the amplitude can only involve powers of J«k, where k is the momentum of the

incident hadron. The spin-flip amplitudes are constructed from powers of the

vector Q = J * k contracted with suitable powers of the momentum transfer q.

For the explicit construction we define symmetric, traceless tensors of two-

dimensional vectors (i.e. vectors in the impact parameter plane)

V')-\V"V-
where the additional terms are chosen so that the trace with respect to any pair

of indices vanishes. The first few tensors are easily worked out by hand.

An operator which flips the spin by M units is obtained by contracting two

tensors, giving

(11)



The general nucleonic production amplitudes takes the form

F(l) - I h™ (q) f (M) (Q) • f W (q) x f ,
M

(12)

njr\

where h (q) is a mass dependent form factor and f a q-independent operator

which connects incident and final hadronic states without changing the z-com-

ponent of the spin (not always unique). The numerical values of h (0) are

obtained by direct comparison with the helicity amplitudes (9).

Starting from the nucleonic amplitude (12) it is not very difficult to derive
18)

the corresponding coherent nuclear amplitude . The result for a spin-flip of M

units is given by

do?" V(M)
N

and

JM(qb)

1 z 1 °°
exp[--<j ' J d z ' n f b . z 1 ) - - ^ Jdz ' n (b , z ' ) ]

-co z

(14)

We have tacitly assumed that elastic scattering is spin independent.

The A-dependence of the cross sections (13) is strongly dependent on the

M-value. Due to the derivatives in the definition (14) the production becomes

more and more surface peaked as M increases. As a result the A-dependence

becomes stronger with increasing M. Since our knowledge of the nuclear surface

is poor numerical results become unreliable when M2 2, However, it is clear

that a formula valid only for M= 0 cannot be used in the data fit. Such a proce-

dure would yield an effective total cross section which is smaller than the correct

value.
18) + -

We have done calculations for p - pff ff using the parameters of

Humble. Fig. 2a displays the result for the integrated coherent cross section.

We see that M-0 and M -1 are the only important amplitudes. Inclusion of spin-

flip will bring the fitted values of a. closer to a .We have also looked at the



differential cross sections, Fig. 2b, where the pattern is similir to the nucleonic

casc. The effect is a decrease of the slope of the nuclear amplitude and a slronK

filling in of the minimum. Beyond the first subsidary maximum higher spin-flip

terms also contribute.

I hope these calculations have convinced you that a better knowledge of the

helicity structure of the production amplitude is dearly needed.

VI. Multi-step processes

Presence of spin-flip amplitudes will always decrease the effective cross

section. Multi-step processes, however, can go both ways. Consider a two-step

process where 1 - 2 in a collision with one nucleon and 2 - 3 in a subsequent

collision with a second nucleon. Such a process will be important when the

direct transition 1 - 3 is weak in comparison with 1 — 2 and 2 - 3 . Interesting

candidates are v - 3tr - 5ir and n - (3ir, 1 ) - (3#, 0 ) or ir - (3w, 1 ) - (3ir, 2~),

the last one being A -production via an intermediate A .

The general description of multi-step processes is rather complicated since

it involves two mass-continua, one for the intermediate state and one for the

final state. We shall for simplicity of presentation consider the relevant mass

states as being well-defined in mass and quantum numbers. The proper way of
19 20)

treating this case is through coupled channel Klein-Gordon equations ' '

(A + k* ) 4>a(x) = -4ff T. f^(0) n(x) 4 <x) . (15)

where a and/3 label the various channels and where f (0) is the forward transi

tion amplitude for QrN - £N. This system of equations is solved in the eikonal

approximation by the Ansatz 4>o{x) - e P 0g(b,z). The coherent production

amplitude for or — y is obtained as

^ •£ rd«be l q # b [ 6 a y - y b . c o ) ] . (10)

This formulation has been used to study the effect of inelastic intermediate states
20)

in neutron-nucleus scattering .

Now let us go one step further to the case of one dominant Intcrmdilate

state where standard Glauber theory immediately gives the answer. Consider



10

the process 1 - 2 - 3 and assume high energies (i.e. neglect longitudinal momentum

transfers) and equal total cross sections for all the particles. We get

2 ia«b 2 " x ' - , 1 - ,
i b e 4 e T(b) U - - 0 1 RT(b)] , (17)

f 12 ( 0 ) f 23 ( 0 )

where f is the elastic scattering amplitude.

The A-dependence of a genuine two-step process is very different from that

of u one-step process. For small R values, however, we can understand the qual-

itative effect by comparing eq. (17) with eq. (7). This shows that the two-step

process is roughly equivalent to a one-step process with the effective cross

section

« or.1 (1+R) . (19)

Depending on the phase of R the effective cross section a. can therefore be

either bigger or smaller than a..

Where can we expect two-step processes? Coherent 3ir production is a

promising candidate. Take e.g. A9 production with the competing two-step

channel n — A -• A . We estimate its strength by assuming the amplitudes for
1 o

v - A and A - A to be equal (they involve the same amount of spin-parity
22)

change). From the data on A and A production on nucleons we get, follow-
1 u

ing this recipe, | R | « 0.3. The same arguments applied to ff -• A - (3ir,0 )
23)

and T7 - 3ir - 577 yield similar R values. Indeed, Osland gets a reasonable

fit to the (3ir, o") production with a real R «* 0.4.

For large R values one should not use the perturbative method of eq. (17).

The coupled channel equations should be properly diagonalized. Bertocchi and
24)

Treleani have studied this problem for TT - (3tT,0 ) assuming at the same

time continuous mass distributions for the 1 and 0 states. The unknown

transition amplitude 1 (M) - 0 (M') is assumed to have a very small width.

This requirement is imposed because the 0 cross section seems to have an

anomalous behaviour only under the A peak. The conclusion of the investigation
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is that the experimental data can be explained provided the strength of the rr - l
+ _

and 1 - 0 transitions are roughly equal at their maxima (cf. previous para-

graph) .

VII. Inelastic intermediate states

So far we have used the Glauber model to describe the propagation of the

incident and outgoing hadronic systems. Recently, deviations from this descrip-
25)

tion were observed in high-energy neutron-nucleus total cross sections ' .

They are believed to come from inelastic shadowing, i .e . inelastic processes

of the type N - N * - N. Inelastic intermediate states provide an additional mode

of propagation which increases the transpararency and therefore decreases the

total cross section. The effect is energy dependent and about 5 % for lead al the

highest NAL energies.

The proper way of treating inelastic intermediate states is through coupled

channel potentials, eqs. (15) and (16). A complete calculation along these lines
20)

has only been done for low energies where the effect is negligible. Since

inelastic transitions are weak it is sufficient to consider one inelastic step. In

this approximation our previous method for two-step processes applies. Integra-

tion over all possible intermediate masses gives the following contribution to

the total cross section

2 A 4
dM dt1

 t . = 0

4<*T(b)
e T2(b,q,) • (20)

2 2

The cross section d a/dM dt' for forward production of N* on a nucleon is

taken from experiment. Inclusion of inelastic shadowing considerably improves

the agreement with experiment.

The well-known formula (20) is not completely correct. The factor which

enters is not a cross section but a product of two forward production amplitudes

f(NN - N*N) and f(N*N - NN). This product cannot in general be converted to

the production cross section above. In fact, for a pure Regge-pole exchange
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where TJ is the signature and <x(t) the trajectory function. A Pomeron with

a (0) 1 gives the desired result. When several trajectories are present the

phase factors do not match and we get an expression which is more difficult to

evaluate.

The coupled channel eqs. (15) and (16) can be solved exactly for a uniform

nuclear density. This has been done by Julius '. He concludes that second order

calculations might be unreliable. Inclusion of inelastic transitions to all orders

could drastically reduce the inelastic shadowing. In this calculation also ampli-

tudes for N +N - N + N are needed as input. Such amplitudes are completely

unknown and the values chosen in have been critized for giving too large

couplings between the high mass states. Further work on this problem is most

welcome.

The inelastic intermediate states discussed above were of the diffractive

type. At high energies, however, the major part of the inelastic hadron-hadron

cross sections comes from the pionization region. Propagation through such
281

states will increase the hadron-nucleus total cross sections as opposed to

diffractive states which decrease the total cross section.
28)Harrington works with a specific model for the pionization contribution.

In the hadron-hadron c m . system the source function of the pions is the overlap

of two Lorentz contracted clouds which in the rest system of the individual

nucleons are spherically symmetric and with range a. In this model the produced

pions have a fixed distribution in transverse momentum and a longitudinal distribu-

tion which expands with increasing energy. When applied to hadron-nucleus col-

lisions this model has no dependence on the z-coordinates of the nucleons in the

high energy limit. In fact, the coherence length I increases with energy such

that log y ~s> 11 log 4/a. For heavy nuclei an approximate formula has been

derived, valid in the dilute nucleus approximation,

atot '"' 2 J" ̂  {i~ eXp [" 1 a T ( b ) * 1 n l2(b)]] (22)

4
where the T>-dependence comes from pionization (T}Ä> 16 fm at NAL energies).

For lead the increase in a. . is about 15 %. For lighter nuclei the effect is even
tot

bigger but the underlying approximations less reliable.
We conclude that pionization effects partly cancel the effects of diffractive
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intermediate states. At the moment the uncertainties in the theoretical models

are so large that it is impossible to tell which is the more important one.

Inelastic intermediate states will also affect coherent production. A glance

at eqs. (20) and (22) reveals that the biggest changes occur in the nuclear surface

region. Since coherent production is a pure surface phenomenon important cor-

rections could be expected.

VIII. Incoherent production

Up to now we have only considered reactions where the nucleus remains in

its ground state. But the fast hadronic system can also be diffractively produced

when the nucleus breaks up (no particle production at nuclear vertex). Such

reactions are called incoherent.

Low energy incoherent production is quite difficult to analyse since we are

not restricted to t-channel exchanges with T = 0. Exchanges with T-0 and

T / 0 must be treated separately. This introduces a problem because the isospin

structure of the nucleonic production amplitude is largely unknown.

Let us first consider high energies where isospin exchange contributions have

died away. Even so we must distinguish between helicity-flip and helicity-non-flip

amplitudes. In both cases the nuclear amplitude can be written

d(7A %
dt i i at

but the effective nucleon numbers N(o\', a ') are different. For simplicity we
29)

assume o.'=ci (see ref. for the general case). In the helicity-non-flip case

we have

N,.^,(a ' ,a ') - i dJ d 2 b T ( b ) . | l - | a I T ( b , q L ) | 2 e " ( T T ( b ) , (24)

where q qT (M) is the longitudinal momentum transfer. The squared factorL L
has the following origin. An overall incoherent production can be due to a single

incoherent production step but it can also be due to a coherent production step

followed or preceeded by an incoherent scattering step. The three terms add

coherently giving the square. We remark that the coherent production step is

to be evaluated in the forward direction.
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When the nucleonic production amplitude flips the helicity there can be no

coherent production in the forward direction. As a result the extra terms in eq.

(24) disappear and we are left with

NHF(cr' ,a') = J d2b T(b) e ' a T ( b ) , (25)

an expression which is quite well known. The A-dependencies of eqs. (24) and (25)

are slightly different. This property resembles the coherent case-, there is no

universal form factor but different parts of the nucleonic amplitude must be

treated differently.

It should now be clear that the effective nucleon number for an amplitude

which involves an i so spin change is that of eq. (25). A reaction of this type is
30)

T - V which can only proceed incoherently.
29 30)There are only a few experiments ' ' studying incoherent production

and they are much less detailed than the corresponding coherent studies. For
+ - 29)

P - pTr n an attempt to determine the effective cross section for the

(prr IT )-system indicates a value even smaller than the coherent experiments.

Helicity-flip is preferred for high mass values.

IX. Summary

We have tried to review some of the theoretical methods and problems in

connection with coherent nuclear production. We feel that much remains to be

done both experimentally and theoretically. It is important to make detailed

studies of the various spin-parity states in order to determine the helicity

structure of the production amplitude. It is also important to further investigate

the production mechanism since in many channels sizeable multi-step contribu-

tions are expected. These questions must be given satisfactory answers before

we can say what the effective cross sections really stand for.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Diffractive production on the nucleon.

a. Origin of the slope-mass correlation in the model of

Kane and Humble.

b. Differential cross section for the diffractive production

NN-»N(Nff) at 19 GeV/c.

Fig. 2. Diffractive production on nuclei calculated with the

parameters of Humble (n is the helicity flip).

a. A-dependence of integrated production cross section.

b. Differential cross section for Ag.
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